**ATOM**

ATOM is a single unifying family of products comprised of seating, tables and desks. Developed to bring harmony to the workplace.

Unique in its adaptability, ATOM has been designed to respond to the way people interact with their working environment. Extensive, adaptable and elegant, ATOM makes every space matter.

**Modular**

ATOM is not aesthetically defined by its modularity, its forms considered as a whole rather than simply a collection of modules. Change is constant within dynamic working environments. Organisations develop, and so flexible, inclusive space is essential for wellbeing.

Organic, sculptural and intuitive, ATOM engenders an open minded approach to the way people work, creating collaborative space for interaction, the exchange of ideas and information, through to environments for focussed individual work.
LANDSCAPE
ATOM Table

Working across the spectrum of table requirements from small café to long refectory, individual desks to meeting tables and workbenches to boardroom tables, the ATOM table system is logical and elegant in its simplicity, and designed to work seamlessly with all elements of the upholstered ATOM range.
Beautifully detailed to intuitively combine with numerous materials, ATOM’s table and upholstered elements can be tailored to work in any environment via the specification of different fabric, top and finish options.
ENVI RONMENTS
ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

The ATOM range enables an infinite number of configurations suited to all types of public, education and corporate environments. Allowing the holistic procurement of a considered array of options, permitting organisations to unify the functional adaptability and visual language across all departments with a single furniture range.